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Karlovarský kraj

The Karlovy Vary Region is a
region practically created for
children. Whether you have
untiring rascals, curious little
scientists, or animal lovers at
home, you cannot go wrong
here. Let them romp about on
playgrounds and attractions,
enter the world of fairy tales, or
discover something new about
nature. Show them the beauty
of our country and discover
places that will enchant you,
as well. Plan a family trip
that they will never forget.

Seeing Animals
Karlovy Vary Region

Karlovy Vary Region
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DIANA MINI-ZOO AND BUTTERFLY HOUSE
If you are planning to visit the legendary Diana Lookout
Tower in Karlovy Vary, do not forget to take your children
to visit the mini-zoo and the tropical gardens with exotic
butterflies from around the world. You can admire hundreds
of specimens of these colourful beings, some with a wingspan of up to 20 cm, in quite close proximity; you will not
find any barriers here! Be sure to always have your camera
ready in case one of them decides to rest on your shoulder.
A comfortable funicular goes up to the lookout tower.

→

Diana Activity Grounds
Vrch přátelství 5/1, 360 01 Karlovy Vary

→

www.dianakv.cz

→

GPS: 50.2187414, 12.8716978

6— 7

Sinking your fingers into an
animal’s velvety coat of fur is
the best cure for a bad mood.
An animal’s grateful gaze turns
a frown upside down even with
the greatest of grouches. Not to
mention swinging up into the
saddle or trying out what farm
life is like! All of this and more
can be experienced here.
1

OSTROV ECOLOGY CENTRE

→

MDDM Ostrov — Ecology Centre
Klášterní 1418
363 01 Ostrov

→

www.mddmostrov.cz

→

GPS: 50.3056581, 12.9355419

Seeing Animals

In this small paradise for animals, you will have sheep, kids,
and other four-legged farm dwellers at the tips of your
fingers. You can also see birds of prey or rodents, and a
wide spectrum of fish and other colourful animals can be
seen underwater. Once your legs get tired, you can take
a leisurely rest in the nearby relaxation garden while your
children will be having fun in the turtle and guinea pig pen.

Diana Mini-zoo and Butterfly House

KOZODOJ ORGANIC FARM
To visit this small family farm is an experience you will
never forget. Hidden in the meanders of the Rolava River,
it offers visitors a peek into the life of all types of animals,
from horses, to donkeys and pigs, and even llamas. The
farmers take breeding quite seriously, and they will explain
everything from the basics of animal needs, their usefulness
for man, and even the characters each one has or how the
world looks like from a horse’s perspective, for instance.

Kozodoj, ecology centre of the Karlovy Vary Region
Rolavská 53856
360 17 Karlovy Vary

→

www.kozodoj.cz

→

GPS: 50.2569711, 12.8095131

4

ST LINHART GAME RESERVE
Grab a pine cone off a tree just under its crown while deer
are at pasture under your feet? Only in the fairy-tale game
reserve of St Linhart, interlaced with a system of suspension bridges taking you up to as much as six metres high,
where you can easily explore life in the game reserve below.
If this should not be enough for you, try taking the trail in
the trees, with some observation huts located 15 metres
above ground. A place created for adventurous natures.

→

St Linhart Complex
Sovova stezka 504/4, 360 01 Karlovy Vary

→

www.llkv.cz

→

GPS: 50.2120553, 12.8481425

8— 9

→

Karlovy Vary Region
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HORY FARM

Seeing Animals

At Hory Farm, it is possible to stick your fingers into the
velvety fur of a deer or to see a rare and mysterious black
fallow-deer with your own eyes. The farm is situated in the
enchanting countryside halfway between Karlovy Vary and
Loket. Hikers, bikers, and especially families with children will
find asylum here in the heart of the Ore Mountain nature,
from where one can venture out to visit the most famous
places in the Karlovy Vary Region. The farm offers accommodation, board, and a horseback riding training ground.

Kozodoj Organic Farm

→

Hory Farm
Hory 105, 360 01 Karlovy Vary

→

www.farma-hory.cz

→

GPS: 50.2023333, 12.7910886

GRANDMOTHER’S COURTYARD
BIO-FARM KOBYLÉ
Immerse yourself into farm life and experience your dream
family vacation. Children will discover how cheese or homemade marmalade is made; parents will jump into the pool and
whirlpool, and in the evening, everyone will gather round the
warm fireplace together. You can also go horseback riding, try
out farm work, and take home farm-fresh milk, home-made
syrups, or natural olive soap from the local soap maker.

→

Karlovy Vary Region
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Bio-farm Kobylé
Grandmother’s Courtyard
Kobylé 8, 364 52 Žlutice
www.biofarmakobyle.cz

→

GPS: 50.0669675, 13.1781750
10— 11

→

7

8

AMERIKA ZOO PARK
Not far from Františkovy Lázně, large surfaces of water spread
out over the countryside, and by them you can find the
Amerika Zoo Park, which breeds friendly raccoons, ponies,
llamas, and water animals. The park is freely accessible, and
suitable for both sports activities and for relaxation. Children
will romp about the animal pens or on the playground with
many attractions, while you can enjoy a coffee in peace. Then,
you can all venture out onto the water, sailing, for instance,
to the nearby bio-reservation, which is the habitat for many
types of birds. A touristic train rides here from the town.

→

Amerika Forest Park
Jezerní 29/8, Slatina
351 01 Františkovy Lázně

→

www.flinfo.cz/cz/zajimavosti-v-regionu/lesopark-amerika

→

GPS: 50.1116358, 12.3334561

BELINA BIO-FARM

9

What do sheep do at pasture? Where does milk come from?
And what all can you make from sheared wool? These and the
many more other questions of your curious little ones will be
answered at Belina Bio-farm. If you take a liking to it here, you
are free to stay the night and spend it in the magical atmosphere of the Slavkovský Forest surrounded by animals. Or,
you can at least purchase some home-made cheese or milk.

Belina Bio-farm
Nežichov 8
364 01 Toužim

→

www.biofarmabelina.cz

→

GPS: 50.0104756, 13.0161825

This game reserve located just north of the town centre of
Mariánské Lázně will transport you directly to the fairy tale
about little boy Smolíček and his guardian, the deer. The
deer and fallow-deer here love to be fed, or you can merely
admire them from the lookout with refreshments. Visit the
nearby Boheminium Miniature Park, which has detailed
miniature models of Czech monuments. Do not forget to see
the statue depicting A Fairy Tale Paradise by Hotel Krakonoš.
Seeing Animals

→

HVOZD SMALL GAME RESERVE

→

Hvozd Small Game Reserve
Pod Panoramou, Mariánské Lázně

→

GPS: 49.9692661, 12.7192539

HORSEBACK RIDING — PEGAS DĚPOLTOVICE
Would you like to experience life in a château and see nature
from the saddle? All you have to do is to sleep overnight at
the Pegas Děpoltovice Complex. The building of the guest
house, where even German chancellor Otto von Bismarck
stayed for a time, remains true to its original appearance
dating to the 18th century. A sandbox or a summer garden
with the possibility of barbecuing is available. Children
three years of age and up can try horseback riding, and
the château carriage and personal driver will be at your
service, just as if you, too, were to be a member of nobility.

JK Pegas Děpoltovice, 362 25 Děpoltovice 1

→

www.jkpegas.cz

→

GPS: 50.2886806, 12.8197306
12— 13

→
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ŽÍROVICE BUTTERFLY HOUSE

→

Motýlí dům — Butterfly House
Žírovice 99, 350 02 Františkovy Lázně

→

www.motylidum.cz

→

GPS: 50.1392183, 12.3683028

Seeing Animals

At the entrance, the heat, the humidity, and the rustle of
wings in the air will immediately rein you into the magical world of this butterfly kingdom, full of colours and
life. Little scientists will enjoy the chance of viewing the
life-cycle of these fragile beings, beginning with the egg
and ending with the adult specimen in its natural habitat
of a tropical hothouse. Collectors can create their own
collection of these “flying gemstones” directly on site.

For Amusement
Karlovy Vary Region

Karlovy Vary Region
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ROLAVA SPORTS GROUNDS
Directly in the centre of Karlovy Vary is the Rolava Sports
Grounds, the answer to the question of what to do with your
free time. The natural lido situated between green trees has
sandy beaches and even two islands, forming the basis for
your day of family fun. Children of all ages will enjoy the large
air trampoline and playground, and water lovers the paddle
boat rental, in-line and roller skaters the skating circuit, and
small and large strategists alike the giant chessboard.

→

Rolava Leisure Time Grounds
Třeboňská 1049/92
360 05 Karlovy Vary

→

www.kvcity.cz/areal-rolava

→

GPS: 50.2376886, 12.8458872

16— 17

There are many ways of acting silly
in the Karlovy Vary Region. For
instance, on a trampoline, on an
obstacle course, or perhaps sailing
under a pirate flag and searching
for treasure. And while little rascals
go wild, their parents can take
a small break on the beach, in a
salt cave, or with a cup of good
coffee. Are you enticed yet?
12

14

HOPA HOPA AMUSEMENT CENTRE

→

HOPA HOPA Children’s Amusement Centre
Závodu míru 841/79, 360 17 Karlovy Vary

→

www.hopahopa.cz

→

GPS: 50.244560, 12.832571

This nature park situated in the pristine nature of the
Ohře River valley is not called a “children’s paradise” for
nothing. Set your children free on the giant air trampoline,
let them ride on Indian horses or learn the Western or
English horseback riding styles, and enjoy your well-deserved moment of peace. As a bonus, this is the only site
between Loket and Karlovy Vary where you can legally
start a campfire and perhaps even cook something.
For Amusement

Are you looking for a modern and greatly equipped
children’s centre? The Hopa Hopa complex offers a giant
balloon slide, a toboggan, electric cars, a spider web, and
oodles of other attractions for younger and older children.
Prepare an unforgettable birthday party for them in the
parlour, or have them try out the new game consoles.
And while they will carry on, hide away in the relaxation corner with plasma TVs and tasty refreshments.

SVATOŠ CHILDREN’S PARADISE

→

Children’s Paradise Nature Complex
Údolí 99, 357 33 Loket

→

www.svatosskeskaly.cz

→

GPS: 50.1939383, 12.8077197

This regional cycle path with a length of 110 kilometres
that continues the German Wallenstein Cycle Path invites
you to take a ride through the picturesque Ohře River
valley. The cycle path connects all parts of the Karlovy
Vary Region. You will ride through numerous historical and interesting sites, such as Loket or Svatoš Rocks,
you will visit both major towns and calm villages, and
mainly, you will spend the day in the therapeutic environment of the nature of the Karlovy Vary Region. The
path leads along forest paths and municipal roads.

KRAJINKA SPORTS AND
RECREATION GROUNDS
These recreation grounds extend from the Skalka Reservoir
all the way to Cheb Castle, practically inviting you to spend
all day there. You will feel the burn at the athletic stadium,
you will explore your surroundings from the seat of the
bicycle you have rented, and finally, you can perhaps grill
something to eat on our picnic lawn. Little rascals will
love to play on the high ropes course, and athletes will be
pleased by several multi-purpose sports grounds. Plus,
the local amphitheatre hosts cultural and artistic events.

→

Krajinka Sports and Recreation Grounds
Koželužská 1802/19—21, 350 02 Cheb

→

www.chetes.cz

→

GPS: 50.0809233, 12.3638975

→

Trinity High Ropes Centre, Koželužská 23, 350 02 Cheb

→

www.lccheb.cz

→

GPS: 50.0813333, 12.3607772

17

PRELATE NATURE PARK
Here, children of all ages can explore how a mill stone works,
be silly in the children’s log cabin, or transform into a Native
American for awhile. Those who are stronger can look forward
to an obstacle course or to a short hike to two nearby fish
ponds. The park extends along the forest’s edge over idyllic
meadows, a stream full of granite boulders cutting through
it. The legendary Prelate Spring sources in the centre of it.

→

Prelate Nature Park
Tyršova 621/21
353 01 Mariánské Lázně

→

www.sport-marianskelazne.cz/sportovni-arealy/park-prelat

→

GPS: 49.9587561, 12.7171436

18— 19

16

Karlovy Vary Region

OHŘE CYCLE PATH

For Amusement

15

Prelate Nature Park

Get under the skin of sailors or pirates, and enjoy the view
of Loket Castle from the deck of a small cruise boat. Cruises
take place from the spring until the autumn, and that even
in the hottest of summer days when there is very little water
in the river. The boat has a capacity of twelve people, and
it takes almost a half an hour to circumnavigate the castle.
An ideal accompaniment to your visit to the castle or a
variegation to the programme of a group of day trippers.

→

Boat Transport on the Ohře River

→

www.autobusy-kv.cz/doprava-lodni-doprava.html

→

GPS: 50.187999, 12.752395

19

FANTAZIE ENTERTAINING
EDUCATIONAL CENTRE

Karlovy Vary Region

BOAT TRANSPORT UNDER LOKET CASTLE

20

HÁJ HILL SPORTS GROUNDS
The Háj Sports Grounds expand over the idyllic countryside of the Ore Mountain foothills, directly under the
Aš Lookout Tower. It has such a wide range of activities
that you will not know what to do first. An in-line skating
circuit, a ballgame court, a climbing wall, or mini-golf,
as well as many more activities, are just waiting for you
to try them. Entry is free of charge, and all of the social
amenities are available. You can even sleep over here.

→

Háj Hill Sports Grounds
U Rozhledny 2933, 352 01 Aš

→

www.lesy-as.cz

→

GPS: 50.2308272, 12.2034800

20— 21

18

→

Fantazie Entertaining Educational Centre
Lipová 2039, 356 01 Sokolov

→

www.fantaziesokolov.cz

→

GPS: 50.171181, 12.668991

For Amusement

At Fantazie Centre, you can enjoy family and birthday
celebrations, or just a day full of laughter. The main
attraction is a several-storey adventurous jungle gym with
bridges, passageways, and toboggans; however, you will
encounter fun in every single nook and cranny. Attractions are tailor-made for children up to twelve years of
age, but no worries, even older siblings or parents can
also romp around them. In conclusion, you can visit the
salt cave and do something good for your health.

Háj Hill Sports Grounds

Karlovy Vary Region
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Let yourself be captivated by the eight-and-a-half hectares of this nature park, with the swift Ohře River
meandering in between small lakes. You can play, for
instance, pétanque, beach volleyball, or badminton, and
in the south-west part of the park, an adrenalin field
with fifty play elements or a special playground for tiring
out even the greatest of scamps invites you to visit.

→

22

GPS: 50.2313858, 12.8432033

THE CHILDREN’S WORLD U HAFÍKA
Wondering how to entertain your children? Set them
free at U Hafíka amusement centre, and let them try out
inflatable castles, large and small slides, an enclosed
ballgame court, or game consoles chock full of games.
Aside from having fun, they will also train and improve
their mobility, for instance while driving a children’s race
car, fighting in the gladiator ring, or on the climbing wall.
Adults can play a game of billiards or table football.

22— 23
For Amusement

MEANDER OF THE OHŘE RIVER

→

The Children’s World U Hafíka
Stará Kysibelská 645/71
360 01 Karlovy Vary

→

www.detskysvet-uhafika.cz/index.php/cs/

→

GPS: 50.236093, 12.897421

Seeking Adrenalin
Karlovy Vary Region
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ST LINHART HIGH ROPES COURSE

Karlovy Vary Region
26— 27

Wind blowing through your hair
and a fleeting landscape under
your feet. Fresh air that rejuvenates
and tastes of the wild. Ski slopes,
cycle paths, canoeing routes,
and an entire extensive network
of sports circuits and trails that
are just waiting for your visit.

24

Boží Dar is primarily known for skiing, but the Novako
Complex will serve you a generous portion of entertainment even in the summer months. How about
riding down slopes on a mountain scooter or a terrain cart? Or are you more interested in trampolines,
slides, and inflatable castles? And what about the high
ropes course with a children’s playground or ballgame
courts? One thing is for sure, no one will be bored.

→

Novako Complex
362 62 Boží Dar 196

→

www.novako-ski.cz

→

GPS: 50.411975, 12.924174

25

You and your children can turn into the kings of the jungle
for several hours, and overcome dozens of easier and more
difficult obstacles in the St Linhart High Ropes Course, all
under the watch of experienced instructors. The circuits are
categorised from easy to difficult, and the most brave can
tackle special top-rope obstacles with a rappelling platform,
a high beam, a trapeze jump, and other breakneck elements.

St Linhart High Ropes Course
Sovova stezka 504/4
360 01 Karlovy Vary

→

www.llkv.cz

→

GPS: 50.208996, 12.844298

TRAIL PARK KLÍNOVEC
Beginners, families with children, and advanced bikers will all
enjoy over twenty-four kilometres of descending cycle paths.
You do not have to worry about biking uphill, a modern
chairlift at the foot of each hill will take you up. Complete
amenities, including a bike rental with service, a specialised store, or showers are a matter of course. The paths
are divided into three levels according to their difficulty.

Seeking Adrenalin

→

NOVAKO COMPLEX

→

Trail Park Klínovec
362 51 Jáchymov

→

www.trailpark.cz

→

GPS: 50.394887, 12.967362

Karlovy Vary Region
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PLEŠIVEC RESORT
Experience 100% adrenalin at Plešivec Resort. A giant
swing located sixteen metres above ground, complete
with a state of zero gravity, will get your blood flowing and
offer beautiful views of the Ore Mountains. Right next to
it, you can try free falling from a height of thirteen metres
with an extremely soft landing, or the bungee trampoline for training acrobatic jumps. Smaller visitors will be
enchanted by the mythical trail full of ghosts and tales.

→

Plešivec Resort
Plešivecká 445
362 35 Abertamy

→

www.plesivec.eu

→

GPS: 50.356333, 12.839514

26

KLÍNOVEC SPORTS CENTRE

28— 29

Trail Park Klínovec

28

Klínovec definitely does not lie down to rest during the
summer months, on the contrary. In the spring and
summer, this popular ski resort is used for Nordic Walking hikes, mountain bike or scooter rides, and archery.
You can rein in the energy of the mountains also by
jumping on trampolines or swimming in the indoor
swimming pool. And those who would like to try something special can enjoy bungee running or disc golf,
ideal entertainment for children or a group of friends.

Klínovec Sports Centre
Loučná pod Klínovcem 110
431 91 Vejprty

→

www.leto.sportklinovec.cz

→

GPS: 50.404456, 12.983501

Sail out on a canoe on the current of the Ohře River,
and observe nature, views of historical monuments,
and see the centres of large towns. Complete amenities
of camps, campsites, and boat rentals are found along
the entire 242 kilometres of its passable riverbed. The
most beautiful panorama opens up in the valley under
the rocky promontory with Loket Castle, from where the
river continues to flow over the rapids of Svatoš Rocks,
leading on to Karlovy Vary and the reservoir in Kadaň.
Seeking Adrenalin

→

WATER FUN ON THE OHŘE RIVER

You will enjoy climbing up through gorgeous nature around
rocky flora and fauna on the first Czech bio ferrata in Bečov
nad Teplou. The route is part of the botanical gardens,
and leads over the cliffs above it, leading to the peak that
offers a view of the river valley in the direction towards the
railroad. The route is suitable for absolute beginners, and
can be climbed up within a half an hour at a leisurely pace.

→

Bečov Botanical Gardens
364 64 Bečov nad Teplou

→

www.becovskabotanicka.cz

→

GPS: 50.0812683, 12.8263825

30

GO-CART KARTARENA

Karlovy Vary Region

BIO FERRATA IN BEČOV NAD TEPLOU

30— 31

29

→

Go-Cart Kartarena Cheb
Potočiště 3
350 02 Odrava

→

www.kartarena.eu

→

GPS: 50.086079, 12.449469

Seeking Adrenalin

Experience go-cart mania yourself at the largest and most
modern circuit in the Czech Republic here at the Kartarena
Complex. The luxuriously equipped rental, the frenzied
off-road Supermoto route, or Mini GP category races
await you on the circuit with a length of 1,202 metres,
complete with a restaurant and accommodation facilities.
We recommend that true connoisseurs make reservations
for a night ride. Suitable for older children and adults.

Discovery
Karlovy Vary Region
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Karlovy Vary Region
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The combination of the historical building and a modern
gallery gives the Becher’s Villa a dimension that far outdoes
the name of the popular liqueur. Several exhibitions a year
are held in the villa dating to 1914, whereby most of the
accompanying programme focuses on family and school
trips. Here, children can learn to paint with various techniques, use a pottery wheel, and discover a large number
of other artistic techniques already from a very early age.

→

Becher’s Villa
Krále Jiřího 1196/9
360 01 Karlovy Vary

→

www.becherovavila.cz

→

GPS: 50.2261769, 12.8746750

ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY
KARLOVY VARY

33

The starry fan of the night sky will spread out before your
very eyes in the Astronomical Observatory of František
Krejčí in Karlovy Vary. Aside from the daily observation
of the evening sky, you can enrol your children in the
astronomy club, send them to camp under the stars, or
attend one of the many interesting lectures together.

KYNŽVART CHÂTEAU
A château full of treasures, where your children spend the
day as princes or princesses accompanied by the witch
Agata, the Lady in White, or Princess Margaret. Through
games, they will learn what life at the château looked like,
who lived there, and what purpose it served. During the
half-hour tour, they will take on the roles of the nobility,
and learn about the history of our country in a fun way.

Astronomical Observatory of František Krejčí
K Letišti 144
360 01 Karlovy Vary — Hůrky

→

State Château at Kynžvart
354 91 Lázně Kynžvart

→

www.astropatrola.cz

→

www.zamek-kynzvart.eu

→

GPS: 50.2152206, 12.9053111

→

GPS: 50.0044497, 12.6052394

Discovery

→

BECHER’S VILLA

34— 35

The depths of space, the beauties
of château life, or the secrets of
ancient crafts need not be only
disclosed in encyclopaedias.
Rather, try learning in a fun way,
and visit some of our educational
sites, where both children and
adults alike will be entertained.

THUN PORCELAIN KINDERGARTEN
Allow your children to release their creativity in the Thun
Porcelain Kindergarten, where they will try crafts using this
typically Czech material. In the artistic workshop, they will
have a cup at their disposal, as well as a set of decorations
that they can combine as they please to create various pictures or shapes. The finalised cups are then burned in the kiln
by the master porcelain craftsmen, and are then sent home
or to the child’s school. Every participant in the kindergarten
will thus get a unique souvenir as well as learn a new craft.

→

Thun 1794
Tovární 242/12
362 25 Nová Role

→

www.fabriktour.cz

→

GPS: 50.270498, 12.777008

Karlovy Vary Region
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36— 37

Bečov Castle and Château

36

BEČOV CASTLE AND CHÂTEAU

One of the most significant botanical gardens in the Czech
Republic extends over nine hectares of land in Bečov nad
Teplou, and takes both small and large visitors into account.
You will find jungle gyms made of roots and stones, you can
row out onto the small lake in a boat, or release your children
on the natural climbing wall under the western wall of the
castle. No need to mention that the gardens are practically ideal
for peaceful walks in the shade of large trees and rare flowers.

Do you think that your children will be bored at the château?
Wrong! The tour circuits are especially tailor-made for restless visitors, including the possibility of renting a historical
costume or toys free of charge. It is enough for them to enjoy
the tour from beginning to end. And just wait until you tell
them that after the tour, they will be promoted to nobility.

State Castle and Château at Bečov
nám. 5. května 13
364 64 Bečov nad Teplou

→

www.zamek-becov.cz

→

GPS: 50.085773, 12.839859

Discovery

→

BEČOV BOTANICAL GARDENS

→

Bečov Botanical Gardens
364 64 Bečov nad Teplou

→

www.becovskabotanicka.cz

→

GPS: 50.0812683, 12.8263825

KRÁSNO MINING MUSEUM
Your children can admire the steam-powered mining
machine dating to 1897, the electric Siemens mining machine
dating to 1942, the mining cage, carts, train engines and
wagons of all types, including unique small mining trains, all
in the Krásno Mining Museum. From May to October, a functioning mining train is part of the exhibit, and you can ride on
it together and experience an adventure you will never forget.

→

Krásno Mining Museum
Cínová 408, 357 31 Krásno

→

www.omks.cz

→

GPS: 50.116510, 12.796399

Karlovy Vary Region
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BERNARD HOMESTEAD

38— 39

Bernard Homestead

39

This homestead in the traditional Cheb style combines
entertainment and education. The Centre of Traditional
Crafts prepares courses in various types of Czech crafts
year-round, so whether you are interested in carpentry,
ceramics, bee-keeping, or anything else, you will not be
disappointed. Add to this the interactive exhibit on the Ohře
River including models of bridges, weirs, and constructions,
or the petting zoo with friendly animals. Farmer’s markets,
fairs, and other events are regularly held at the homestead.

Do you not have time to travel from one Czech castle or
château to another? No matter, you can manage almost all
of them in one day here. These models of more than seventy
renowned Czech monuments, completed to the smallest
detail, have gained fame not only in our country, but abroad,
as well. This fourth-largest park of miniature buildings in
Europe will take you on a fairy-tale journey, where the most
beautiful places in our country will be in the palm of your
hand. It is accessed by a chairlift from Mariánské Lázně.

Centre of Traditional Crafts Královské Poříčí
Šachetní 135
357 41 Královské Poříčí

→

www. statek-bernard.cz

→

GPS: 50.1951164, 12.6734697

Discovery

→

BOHEMINIUM MINIATURE PARK

→

Boheminium Park
Krakonoš 665, 353 01 Mariánské Lázně

→

www.boheminium.cz

→

GPS: 49.9711217, 12.7206050

KLADSKÁ EDUCATIONAL TRAIL AND NATURE
HOUSE OF THE SLAVKOVSKÝ FOREST
The Kladská Educational Trail will take you on a trip around
the amazing nature of the peat bog, which cuts through the
most valuable part of the Kladská Peat Bog National Nature
Reserve, as well as the taiga. The Nature House of the Slavkovský Forest allows children to explore a medieval shaft mine
or to learn about the fauna of the forest through games. All of
this in the pleasant environment of the forest, scattered with
buildings in the Swiss Alpine style, lead by the hunting château.

→

Nature House of the Slavkovský Forest
Kladská 9, 353 01 Mariánské Lázně

→

www.dumprirody.cz

→

GPS: 50.0264508, 12.6678667

Karlovy Vary Region
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World of Emergency Medical Services
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WORLD OF EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES

North of Františkovy Lázně, you will find an odd moonscape, as if from another world. Mud volcanoes sourcing
from the very centre of the Earth, mysterious marshes full
of atypical salt-tolerant plants, or the unique peak created
from heaped-up lake algae — these are all found at the Soos
Nature Reserve, accessible through the bed of the dried-up
salt lake. The ground, dyed in hues of yellow and white
by mineral salts, invites you to an uncommon visit to the
remains of prehistoric times. You can also learn about the
nature reserve and its surroundings in the museum exhibit.

In this small village, children and adults alike learn how to
behave during accidents, fires, or other crisis situations. The
improvised hospital or the fully equipped fire brigade station
verily simulate various crisis situations; furthermore, one
can try out the interactive trainers and simulators. Training
problem solving on the road takes place on the modern
children’s traffic park, complete with a railroad crossing.

World of Emergency Medical Services
Západní 1822
360 01 Karlovy Vary

→

www.svetzachranaru.cz

→

GPS: 50.222489, 12.844064

Discovery

→

SOOS NATURE RESERVE

→

Soos Nature Reserve
Kateřina 39, 351 34 Skalná

→

www.muzeum-frantiskovylazne.cz/cz/o-rezervaci

→

GPS: 50.1464256, 12.4033086

Fairy Tale Lands
Karlovy Vary Region
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CHRISTMAS HOUSE AND
TEDDY BEAR MUSEUM

Karlovy Vary Region
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Enter the valley of the Ohře River and seek out the mysterious guardians of the mineral springs, the rock elves. This
educational trail will take you along the paths of former
promenades dating to the era of Heinrich Mattoni; it will
present the history of the village of Kyselka, and at each stop,
a comics will present the engaging tale of the dwellers of the
nearby Elf Rocks. Who knows, perhaps you will encounter
one of them along the way — just pay close attention.

→

Village of Kyselka
Kyselka 118, 362 72 Kyselka

→

www.mattonihostezka.cz

→

GPS: 50.2582375, 12.9994211

45

Seven thousand teddy bears in one place, and the largest of
them measuring over five metres. Where? Only in the Christmas House in Karlovy Vary, where the fragrances of Christmas
cookies and mulled wine, sparkling ornaments, or a Christmas
tree await you even in the hottest of summers. Experience
an original summer Christmas, and do not forget to visit the
special Christmas village with trains for children on the way.

→

→

Christmas House
Studentská 4
360 07 Karlovy Vary — Doubí
www.vanocnidum.cz
www.muzeummedvidku.cz
GPS: 50.2115617, 12.8246928

BABY JESUS TRAIL
Deep in the poetic landscape of the Ore Mountains lies
the little town of Boží Dar (God’s Gift), and from it the
legendary Baby Jesus Trail winds its way through forests and
valleys. It leads through thirteen stops at the houses of Baby
Jesus’ helpers, where children can expect interesting and
exciting tasks. At the end of the journey, every participant
will receive a small gift as a reward, even in case that they
incorrectly solve any of the tasks. Baby Jesus is no miser.

Fairy Tale Lands

→

MATTONI ELF-SEEKING TRAIL

44— 45

Enchanting princes, fairies,
and forest elves conjure up a
fairy tale ball full of amusement
and good moods. Meet them
on forest paths, in mysterious
rocks, or at exhibitions that will
entertain the whole family.

→

Info Centre Boží Dar
Boží Dar 1
362 62 Boží Dar

→

www.bozidar.cz

→

GPS: 50.4132014, 12.9185072

This mythical trail leads through the Ore Mountain countryside, going from one fairy tale to another, and even further.
The tales of old residents, magical grandfathers and grandmothers, and other Ore Mountain beings will accompany you
along the entire trail, and will ignite many a child’s imagination. Your steps will be guarded by the wooden statues of
bizarre beings, so encountering a “permoník” gnome or a
wild forest man will be no rarity. The kilometre-long route
is easily conquered even by the youngest of children.

→

Ore Mountain Legends Trail
362 35 Abertamy

→

GPS: 50.3569900, 12.8424811

47

ROZÁRKA THE OWL’S TRAIL

Karlovy Vary Region

ORE MOUNTAIN LEGENDS TRAIL

Rozárka the Owl’s Trail

46— 47

46

48

Let us go and explore legends along the Rozárka the
Owl’s Trail! The variegated terrain along the Střela
River valley, amazing views of the countryside, and
wooden statues along the way with tasks for children
will liven up every family trip. Your guide will be the
wise owl Rozárka, and you can end the approximately
seven-kilometre-long hike at the experiential farm Grandmother’s Courtyard or at the village zoo in Kobylé.

www.sovazlutice.eu

→

GPS: 50.0900200, 13.1657706

The town of Žlutice spreads out above the picturesque
valley of the Střela River in Western Bohemia. It offers many
historical and cultural monuments, but also a cellar full
of devils. This path leads through medieval underground
corridors of up to three subterranean stories, which in the
past have become the favourite abode of all types of horny
hell-dwellers. Believe it or not, they live there to this day,
and their main pastime is guiding visitors and guarding a
whole range of statues stored in the local lapidarium.
Fairy Tale Lands

→

THE HELLISH CELLARS OF ŽLUTICE

→

The Hellish Cellars of Žlutice
Velké náměstí 249, 364 52 Žlutice

→

www.facebook.com/pekelnesklepy

→

GPS: 50.0920717, 13.1632003

Jump directly into the realm of fairy tales at the upper
station of the Krakonoš chairlift in Mariánské Lázně. The
name alludes to the Guardian of the Mountains Krakonoš,
who has a majestic statue erected here, and who invites
all visitors to his Fairy Tale Garden with a range of wooden
statues depicting various fairy tales. If this is not enough
for you, you can put on your fairy-tale “seven-mile shoes”
and take a hike on the Krakonoš Trail, ending the whole
day at the monumental fairy tale café dating to 1903.

→

Fairy Tale Statue Paradise
U Krakonoše 660
353 01 Mariánské Lázně

→

GPS: 49.9719294, 12.7214386

50
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KRAKONOŠ AND THE FAIRY TALE
GARDEN IN MARIÁNSKÉ LÁZNĚ

48— 49

49

GRANDMOTHER EWE’S TRAIL

→

GPS: 50.0593267, 12.9839642

Fairy Tale Lands

This marked trail will take you from Toužim all the way
to Belina Bio-Farm over a mild, almost flat terrain. Here,
children can learn many things about producing milk
products or about the life of animals. As a reward for
going the ten-kilometre hike, you can taste home-made
treats from the farm, run about the meadow, or rest
by the spinning wheel and make your own yarn.

Karlovy Vary Region

Up Lookout Towers

Krásno Lookout Tower

Karlovy Vary Region
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Looking down from the heavens is
no longer only the domain of birds.
Stone, wooden, and modern metal
lookout constructions hem the
region like pins on the map of the
world, and will show you majestic
towns, forests, and mountain
ranges in their full beauty.

CIBULKA LOOKOUT TOWER
Located not even a kilometre outside of the village of
Libnov, you can take the approximately kilometre-long
hike up Gallows Hill to the Cibulka Lookout Tower.
Along the way, you will see the little Black Chapel, surrounded by a forest of momentous beeches, and you will
also see the History of Mining Educational Trail. From
atop the lookout tower, you can see all around you, so
aside from the Ore Mountains or the Sokolov Basin, you
can also see some of Smrčina with Green Mountain.

→

Cibulka Lookout Tower
Šibeniční vrch
357 07 Oloví

→

GPS: 50.2368978, 12.5577614

Up Lookout Towers

51

Cibulka Lookout Tower

The peak of the highest mountain of the Ore Mountain
Range is adorned by the crown jewel of Klínovec Lookout
Tower. The history of this fifth-highest-altitude building of
this type in our country dates back to 1817, when spa guests
from Karlovy Vary came here by horse and carriage. The current building dates to 2013, and the view from it goes all the
way to the Bohemian Central Range and the Doupov Hills.

→

Klínovec Lookout Tower
Klínovec 1016
362 51 Jáchymov

→

GPS: 50.3959433, 12.9678925

53

DIANA LOOKOUT TOWER

Karlovy Vary Region

KLÍNOVEC LOOKOUT TOWER

54— 55

52

54

This remarkable spiral with an outer staircase has been
enticing tourists since time immemorial. And it is no wonder,
as its design is inspired by the legendary Tower of Babylon.
One hundred twenty stone stairs lead up to the twenty-five-metre high lookout platform, and the view includes
the Ore Mountains, the Doupov Hills, the Teplá Highlands,
and even the highest hills of the Slavkovský Forest.

→

Krásno Lookout Tower
357 31 Krásno

→

www.rozhledna-krasno.cz

→

GPS: 50.1015669, 12.7864117

55

They say that those who have not visited Diana have not
seen Karlovy Vary. This unique, thirty-five-metre high lookout
tower, which in the past was a favourite of the likes of Goethe
or Freud, is hidden in the enchanting spa forest. It offers a
breathtaking view of the town and the wide-open landscape
of the Ore Mountains and the Slavkovský Forest. Admission
is free of charge, and a funicular from Grandhotel Pupp
leads up the hill. Children will enjoy the Butterfly House,
mini-zoo, and playground, whereas parents will surely
enjoy the historic inn restaurant with the outdoor terrace.

Diana Lookout Tower
Vrch přátelství 5/1
360 01 Karlovy Vary

→

www.dianakv.cz

→

GPS: 50.2190311, 12.8723369

LOOKOUT TOWER ON BLATNÁ HILL
At the amazing altitude of 1,044 metres above sea level,
the Lookout Tower on Blatná Hill peers down into the
valley below. This tower was originally named after the
last Austrian empress, Zita. It is found on the routes
of two popular educational trails, Vlčí jámy (Wolf Hollows) and Blatenský příkop (Blatná Water Ditch), so a
hike up to it can be combined with an interesting walk
through the countryside. Eighty-five stairs lead up to the
top, which all little monkeys should easily manage.

Up Lookout Towers

→

KRÁSNO LOOKOUT TOWER

→

Lookout Tower on Blatná Hill

→

GPS: 50.4001950, 12.7816447

Show your children what the world looks like from a falcon’s perspective. The Hard Lookout Tower rises above
the town of Sokolov to a height of 14.5 metres, and is a
replica of the original construction dating to 1907. From
the top, it is possible to see almost all of the region, including a panorama of the Ore Mountains, the headland of the
Slavkovský Forest, or the extensive brown coal basin.

→

Hard Lookout Tower
Hornická
356 01 Sokolov

→

GPS: 50.1778317, 12.6568239

57

HÁJ LOOKOUT TOWER
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HARD LOOKOUT TOWER

56— 57
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→

Háj Lookout Tower
U Rozhledny 680
352 01 Aš

→

www.info-as.cz/bismarckova-rozhledna

→

GPS: 50.2334425, 12.2018281

Up Lookout Towers

The western-most and also the most massive stone lookout
tower in our country is located just north of the town of Aš,
and a route cutting through gorgeous nature around Háj
Hill leads to it. The tower has been continuously functioning since 1904, and its original design was awarded
the gold medal at the 1901 Art Fair in Dresden. Not far
from the tower is the Háj Hill sports ground, offering a
kilometre-long in-line skating lane, a climbing wall, minigolf, and a children’s playground to all energetic visitors.

Háj Lookout Tower

Karlovy Vary Region

Down into the Mines
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MAURITIUS MINE
This complex set of underground corridors leading into a
humongous dome with a lake welcomes the visitors of Mauritius Mine, one of the most significant mining monuments in
the Czech Republic. One can observe several species of bats in
the depths of the most famous tin mine of the Ore Mountains,
in which tin was continuously mined for four hundred years,
and on the surface near the mine is the geologically interesting area known as “Schneppova pinka/Schnepp’s Hollow”.

→

Mauritius Mine
Pohraničníků 32, 362 35 Abertamy — Hřebečná

→

www.dulmauritius.cz

→

GPS: 50.3871214, 12.8310494

60— 61

The worldwide unique
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining
Cultural Landscape in the region
of the Ore Mountains is aspiring
to be included on the list of
UNESCO World Heritage Sites.

59

JOHANNES ADIT
With a lantern in hand and mining cape draped over your
shoulders, you can go through the Johannes Adit to a depth
of up to forty metres underground. The adit is located under
the village of Zlatý Kopec near Boží Dar. Small explorers
will be amazed by the extensive underground complex,
evoking fairy tales. They will go through a labyrinth of
ladders, and if they are brave enough, they can even scoot
through the low “creeper” corridor. The shorter route takes
almost two hours, and the longer route up to four hours.

Down into the Mines

What is hidden in the mysterious
and majestic shafts under the
surface of the Earth? The echoes
of times past, when minerals were
mined with the help of sweaty
faces, explosives, and pickaxes.
Stories of man’s struggle with
indomitable elements. Legends
that you, too, can now discover.

→

Štola Johannes
362 62 Boží Dar

→

www.stolajohannes.cz

→

GPS: 50.4330333, 12.8712067

Put on your helmet, turn on your miner’s lamp, and venture
into the depths of Jeroným Mine, dating to the 15th century.
In the central part, you can find preserved chambers dating
to the 16th century, as well as resting spots and protrusions.
Children will surely be excited by the residue of old mining
methods, when miners used to so-called “fire-set” the mine
walls, and then chipped away at the cooled rock with iron
instruments. There is a stable temperature of approximately
8 degrees in the mine, so it is necessary to dress warmly.

→

Jeroným Mine
Podstrání 13, 356 01 Rovná

→

www.omks.cz

→

GPS: 50.1021575, 12.7120394

61
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60

DRIFT NO. 1

→

Drift No. 1
Na Svornosti, 362 51 Jáchymov

→

www.omks.cz

→

GPS: 50.3710717, 12.9105753

Down into the Mines

Prepare an underground adventure for your children, and take
them on an educational trip to Drift No. 1 in Jáchymov. You
will see the historic mining route, find out something about
extracting minerals, and when you come back to the earth’s
surface, you can continue your tour with the “Jáchymov Hell”
Educational Trail. The commentary also mentions the fates of
the political prisoners of the Communist Regime, thus placing
mining into the context of our country’s modern history.

For Swimming
Karlovy Vary Region
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Jump in feet first into refreshing,
clean waters that will reenergise
you. You can choose from
extensive surfaces of water in the
open countryside or from modern
indoor swimming centres offering
other accompanying services to
make your day more pleasant.

62

ROLAVA LIDO

63

The multi-functional Realistic Arena in Karlovy Vary offers
its visitors many opportunities for the active spending of
their free time. Aside from relaxation zones, playgrounds,
and sports grounds, it also offers an extensive swimming
centre with an indoor, outdoor, and children’s pool. For
instance, you can ride on the toboggan, or immerse
yourself in the whirlpool, or sit in the Finnish sauna.

→

Realistic Arena
Západní 1812/73
360 01, Karlovy Vary

→

www.kvarena.cz

→

GPS: 50.2246503, 12.8445303

64

Rolava Leisure Time Grounds
Třeboňská 1049/92
360 05 Karlovy Vary

→

www.kvcity.cz

→

GPS: 50.2369519, 12.8457503

SWIMMING POOL COMPLEX
AT ELISABETH SPA
This popular swimming pool in the centre of town is
ideally situated for spa guests, as it is located directly in the
Elisabeth Spa Complex. The basis is a swimming pool, a
children’s wading pool, and a whirlpool. The local speciality
is the relaxation pool with massage jets for your shoulders
and back, air beds for a whole-body massage, an underwater jets for your legs, and a countercurrent for swimming.

For Swimming

The meander of the Rolava River in Karlovy Vary’s Rybáře
quarter hides an amazing water surface with sandy beaches,
a four-lane slide, and toboggan. You can rent a paddle boat
and go to one of the two islands. The fun continues on
land, where children will jump on the large air trampoline
or tire themselves out at the sandbox. Others can try out
pétanque, ballgames, or the circuit for cyclists and skaters.

→

REALISTIC ARENA SWIMMING CENTRE

→

Spa 5 Swimming Pool
Smetanovy sady 1
360 01 Karlovy Vary

→

www.spa5.cz/cs/bazen.html

→

GPS: 50.2302642, 12.8720367

AGRICOLA AQUA CENTRE
Agricola Aqua Centre in Jáchymov is a paradise for curative
procedures. Aside from offering a toboggan and two swimming lanes, you can find a Kneipp walking pool for massaging
the feet, sideways massage jets, massage grids on the pool
floor, or a waterfall. Complement the fun with a Finnish sauna
or a steam box, and you will leave rejuvenated. A children’s
pool with a mini-waterfall is prepared for the littlest visitors.

Karlovy Vary Region
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OSTROV SWIMMING POOL
In the summer months, you can cool down, have some
silly fun, or just relax by the water with your family at
Ostrov Swimming Pool. Swimmers will be pleased by
the impressive fifty-metre-long pool, while children will
enjoy the two pools meant only for them, as well as the
toboggan. Although the water surfaces are located outside, you will surely not be cold, as the pools are heated.

Agricola Aqua Centre
T. G. Masaryka 403
362 51 Jáchymov

→

Ostrov Swimming Pool
Hlavní tř. 1221
363 01 Ostrov

→

www.aquajachymov.cz

→

www.koupalisteostrov.mypage.cz

→

GPS: 50.3601722, 12.9345303

→

GPS: 50.3104289, 12.9598047

68— 69

→

67

SOKOLOV INDOOR SWIMMING POOL

Agricola Aqua Centre

For Swimming

In the calm environment of the château park near
the town centre, you can find a modern and recently
reconstructed swimming pool complex. The 25-metre
pool with two toboggans and a whirlpool is complemented by a children’s wading pool with warm
water, a slide, and many other fun attractions.

→

Sokolov Indoor Swimming Pool
Husovy sady 1813
356 01 Sokolov

→

www.bazen.sb-sokolov.cz

→

GPS: 50.1775208, 12.6452331

SOKOLOV MUNICIPAL SWIMMING POOL
The centre of water activities in Sokolov is this modern
and versatile swimming pool. The pool is divided into
five twenty-five-metre lanes, a relaxation zone with
massage elements, or a slide, a wading pool with a maximum depth of 40 centimetres, and several attractions
for children. Once you are tired of swimming, have a
family tournament in ping-pong or in beach volleyball.

Karlovy Vary Region
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MARIÁNSKÉ LÁZNĚ SWIMMING POOL
If you are planning to visit this beautiful spa town, do not
forget to stop by the local swimming pool complex and let
the children play in the children’s pool. You can immerse
yourself up to your ears in the whirlpool, enjoy a massage, and finally, enjoy something delicious at the bar.

Sokolov Municipal Swimming Pool
Slovenská 1776
356 01 Sokolov

Swimming Pool
Tyršova 617/6
353 01 Mariánské Lázně

→

www.sport-marianskelazne.cz

→

http://koupaliste.sb-sokolov.cz

→

GPS: 49.9670817, 12.6987483

→

GPS: 50.1698164, 12.6629781

71

CHEB SWIMMING POOL

→

69

70— 71

→

MICHAL NATURAL LIDO

Designated swimming lanes, a 2.5 metre-high diving board,
as well as a children’s wading pool are all offered by Cheb
Swimming Pool. You can relax in the sauna or in the steam
bath, or take advantage of the services of masseurs, hair
dressers, beauticians, and pedicurists. Vending machines
with free drinking water are available to all guests.

→

Michal Natural Lido
Jezerní 2156
356 01 Sokolov

→

www.michal-sokolov.cz

→

GPS: 50.1674308, 12.6814481

For Swimming

Did you know that Sokolov has its own sea? If you do not
believe us, perhaps the 500-metre-long sandy beach by
the largest natural lido in the region will convince you. Its
main attraction is the huge 190-metre-long toboggan and
triple slide with a length of 117 metres. The wilds do not
end there, however; you can jump onto the large water
trampoline or have a paddle boat race. Summer in the
Karlovy Vary Region truly begins at Michal Natural Lido.

→

Cheb Swimming Pool
Obětí nacismu 1127/16
350 02 Cheb

→

www.chetes.cz/plavecky-bazen

→

GPS: 50.0725919, 12.3748297

These sports and relaxation grounds connected to the
camp lying not far from Cheb on the banks of Jesenice
Reservoir can boast of a comfortable grassy and sandy
beach and of a gradual deepening of the water suitable for
beginner swimmers. The children’s corner has a wading
pool with attractions and a sandbox. Pets are allowed.

→

Dřenice Lido
350 02 Cheb — Dřenice

→

GPS: 50.0671653, 12.4381789

SKALKA RESERVOIR NEAR CHEB
This water reservoir of a length of over nine kilometres offers
ideal conditions for all water activities that you can possibly
think of. The swimming hole with its jetties in Podhoří is
great for swimming or for rowing rented boats, the sandy
beaches offer relaxation with the sounds of breaking waves.
A population of beavers lives in the nearby Lesní Creek, and
so occasionally spotting one by the reservoir is no exception.

→

Skalka Reservoir

→

GPS: 50.0857119, 12.3231803

72— 73
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DŘENICE LIDO

For Swimming
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AQUAFORUM IN FRANTIŠKOVY LÁZNĚ
This giant water world hidden in the heart of Františkovy Lázně will accommodate all of your needs, whether
you are seeking relaxation or a day full of activities.
The total 1,570m2 surface area of water is divided into
a swimming pool, two wading pools for children, two
relaxation pools, and two whirlpools with a temperature
of 32 and 34 degrees Celsius. Children will ride on the
toboggan and explore the water cave, and in the meantime, you can enjoy a relaxing afternoon in the sauna.

→

Aquaforum
5. května 19, 351 01 Františkovy Lázně

→

www.aquaforum-frantiskovylazne.cz

→

GPS: 50.1171450, 12.3577661
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29

Bio Ferrata in Bečov nad Teplou

65

Agricola Aqua Centre

Go-Cart Kartarena

66

Ostrov Swimming Pool

Astronomical Observatory Karlovy Vary

67

Sokolov Indoor Swimming Pool

32

Becher’s Villa

68

Sokolov Municipal Swimming Pool

33

Kynžvart Château

69

Michal Natural Lido

34

Thun Porcelain Kindergarten

70

Mariánské Lázně Swimming Pool

35

Bečov Castle and Château

71

Cheb Swimming Pool

36

Bečov Botanical Gardens

72

Dřenice Lido

37

Krásno Mining Museum

73

Skalka Reservoir near Cheb

38

Bernard Homestead

74

Aquaforum in Františkovy Lázně

30
31

The Karlovy Vary Region is a region
practically created for children.
Whether you have untiring rascals,
curious little scientists, or animal
lovers at home, you cannot go
wrong here. Let them romp about
on playgrounds and attractions,
enter the world of fairy tales, or
discover something new about
nature. Show them the beauty of
our country and discover places
that will enchant you, as well. Plan a
family trip that they will never forget.

